By making use of extreme point theory we obtain bounds on the coefficients of a class of functions, multivalent in the unit disk, closely related to the bounds conjectured by Goodman.
Kip,q,ax,a2, . . . , otp^q) which are also in KAp,q)-A class related to Kip,q,ax, . . . , c\p_q) is the class Kip,q,av . . . , ap_q) defined by the following: /(z) is in Kip,q,ax, . . . , ap_q) if /(z) is analytic in A,/(z) = zq 4-2^=?+1cJ"z" for z in A and zf\z) has the representation tlt , Hf=7(z -a,)(l -a,z) o-4) <r« = ^-^7(-c) '(z)/l(z)
where /z(z) is in Sip,p) and /j(z) satisfies piO) = q and there exists 8 > 0
such that Ree'6/j(z) > 0 for z in A.
It has been conjectured by Goodman [1] that for a function /(z) = 2^=,a"z", which is analytic and p-valent in A, the coefficients satisfy the inequalities p 2k(n + p)\ for « > p + 1. These inequalities are known to be true for Kip,p) and Kip,p -1) [6] but not for Kip,q) if q < p -1. The situation is similar for the classes Sip,q) except that the inequalities are known to be true for functions in Sip,q), 1 < q < p, whose power series have real coefficients [3] . In §111 of this paper we show that by making use of linear methods, inequalities closely related to those conjectured by Goodman [1] can be proven for the class K~ip,q,av . . . , otp_q).
In [4] , by making use of extreme point theory, we obtained results concerning Kip,p). In particular, we obtained the sharp bounds on the coefficients of any function majorized by a function in Kip,p). We also found the sharp bounds on the coefficients of any function majorized by a function in Sip,p). We remark that this same result can be proven for the class Kip,q) but again as in [4] we do not give the simple proof.
II. Classes of functions related to Kip,q). Theorem 1. Kip,q,av . . ., ap_q) c Kip,q,av . . . , ap_q).
Proof. Suppose first that/(z) is in Kxip,q,ax, . . . , otp_q); then [5] there exists hiz) in Sxip,p) and a [3 such that Re[eifizf'iz)/hiz)] > 0 on \z\ = 1. As in [5] we easily see that
then Re e'*[z/'(z)/g(z)] > 0 for \z\ = 1. But since zf\z)/giz) is analytic for |z| < 1 we have Re(e'5z/'(z)/g(z)) > 0 for \z\ < 1. Letting piz) = zf\z)/giz) we obtain (1.1) for zf'iz).
Next, if/(z) is analytic only for |z| < 1, there exists a p, 0 < p < 1, such that gr(z) = r~qfirz) is in Kxip,q) for p < r < 1. Since g'riz) = 0 for z = aj r, i = 1,2, . . . , p -q, we have
where /zr(z) is in Sx(p,q), pr(0) = q and there exists 8r such that Re(e'Srpr(z)) > 0. Using the fact that the families of functions e'$rpAz) and ^r(z) belong to normal and compact families, we easily obtain (1.1) from (1.5) upon passing to the limit.
We define the class C(p,q,ax, . . . , up_q) to be the class of functions/(z), analytic in A, such that zf'(z) has the representation nf-ftz -o,)(l -ajz) a _,
here a,, 0 <|a,| < 1, are fixed for i = 1,2, . . . ,p -q; p(0) = q and there exists 8 so that Re(eiSp(z)) > 0 for z in A and 0 < 6X < 92 < ■ ■ ■ < 0< 2tt.
The class C(p,q,ax, . . . , olp_ ) is defined to be the class of functions/(z) such that zf'(z) has the representation (1.6) except that no requirement that the 0t all be different is made. The following lemma is then obvious.
/-* L emma 1. C(p,q,ax, . . . , a A 's dense in C(p,q,ax, . . . , otp-q)-
We let D(p,q) be the class of functions f(z), analytic in A, with f(z) = zq + E^_?+ianz" for z in A such that zf'(z) is analytic on |z| = 1 with the exception of 2/? simple poles on |z| = 1 and such that there exists a B = /3(f) so that Im e^(e"'^'z/'(^'W'z)) changes sign exactly 2p times on |z| = 1
[i.e., at the poles of zf'(z)\.
Theorem 2. Every function in C(p,q,ax, . . . , ap_ ) is the uniform limit in compacta of functions in D(p,q).
Proof. Let /(z) be in C(p,q,ax, . . . , ap_q) and suppose that in the representation (1.6) the function p(z) is analytic on |z| = 1 and Re e'sp(z) > 0 for some 8 on |z| = 1. We can write zp-qei&WiZiq(-otl) D*,(l -e-*v)
It is easily seen that
is constant on |z| = 1 and that arg LIjLi(l -e~'e>z)/zp is constant for z on the arc between e'9j and e'e>+' and that the argument changes by 77 as z goes from the arc between e'ef to e'e>*x to the arc between e,9/+' to e'9f+2. It follows then that there exists a line through the origin such that zf'(z) lies on one side of the line for z on the arc between e'9* and e'9f+' and lies on the other side of the line for z on the arc from e'9^1 to e'9f+z. Thus there exists a B = /}(/) such that Im e'p(e~ifs/qzf'(e~'p/qz)) changes sign exactly 2p times on |z| = 1. If in the representation (1.6), p(z) is not analytic on |z| = 1, then for each r < 1 we let gr(z) be given by nO(z -o,)(l -a,z) }p .
(!-8) *M*) = 2,-w-,,_a, PW n (1 -e-**) ■ By the first part of the proof, gAz) is in Dip,q). By taking a sequence rn converging to 1 we have gr (z) converges uniformly to/(z) in compacta in A.
III. Coefficient problem. Proof. We may obviously assume that (3 = 0. With this assumption the proof follows the proof of Theorem 1 in [7] with zf\z) identified with the function in the statement of the theorem. We notice first that Lemma 1 of [7] goes through with /(z) in the statement of that lemma identified with zf\z) where /(z) is in Dip,q). It is important to note that in the special case p = q = 1, the quantities 0, and 9j in the proof of the lemma are such that zf\z) has its two simple poles on Izl = 1 at ew' and e'9' and thus the two simple poles of emzf'(e'^z) are at e" and e~". Thus (z + z_1 -2cos v) e'^zf'ie'^z) is analytic on |z| = 1. The proof of (1.12) on p. 411 in [7] can now be carried out. Let g(z) be defined as on p. 411 where we identify d>(z) with zf\z); then, as noted above, giz) is analytic on |z| = 1. This is sufficient to carry out the proof. The proof starting on p. 413 can then be followed exactly giving us inequalities on the coefficients of zf\z) which in turn give us (2.1). Remark 1. There are two minor misprints on p. 415 of [7] . The summation in (4.19) should be 2£~2 instead of Z£~J and in (4.21) the numerators in the square brackets should both be 1.
Remark 2. Equality cannot be attained in (2.1). An examination of the proof of (1.12) on p. 411 in [7] yields the fact that if equality occurs, then necessarily v is a multiple of tr [i.e. we need |(sin Ace)/sin v\ = k for k = 1, 2, . . . ,ri\. This would imply that zf\z) has a multiple pole on |z| = 1, which cannot be the case for a function in Dip,q). Proof. This follows immediately upon combining Lemma 1 and Theorems 2 and 3.
We let %B denote the closed convex hull of any set B of functions analytic in A. The closed convex hulls and extreme points of a variety of classes of multivalent functions were determined in [4] . where aq = 1 and bk = sup|aJ, k = 1,2,, . . . ,p, the sup being taken over all functions in C(p,q,ax, . . . , ap_q).
Proof. We first note that the bk, k = 1,2, ... ,p, exist. This follows from the fact that if/(z) is in C(p,q,ax, . . . , ot ), then the coefficients of/'(z) are majorized by the coefficients of z^-ftz +|a,|)(l +|a,.|z) z"-\\ + z) n;-,>,| (i -z)2"+l '
[Note that the above function is not in general the derivative of a function in C(p,q,ax.ap_q).] By Corollary 1, inequalities (2.1) and, hence, (2.5) are satisfied in C(p,q,ax, . . . , ap_q). It is then easily seen that (2.5) holds in %C(p,q,ax,a2.ap_q) = %K(p,q,ax, . . . , ap_q).
